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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, AUGUST-2015 
ELECTRO MAGNETIC INTERFERNCE & ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1. The acceleration field is commonly referred to as_________, because it radiates energy.  [ ] 

A) far field   B) radiating field  C) both A & B  D) none 
 

2. At any cross section of the cable the _________ currents on the two wires are equal and opposite.  
A) differential mode   B) common mode  C) integral mode  D) none  [ ] 
 

3. The boundary between the near field and the far field is generally considered to lie around  
A) D2/λ   B) 2D/λ   C) 2D2/λ   D) D2/2λ.  [ ] 
 

4. __________________ Noise is coupled between components through interconnecting wires such as 
through power supply and ground wires.        [ ] 
A) Random   B) Conducted   C) Induction   D) Pulse 
 

5. Magnetic field coupling is caused by current flow in conductors. The coupling mechanism may be 
modeled by            [ ] 
A) a capacitor   B) a transformer  C) a resistor   D) an inductor 
 

6. _________ is the ability of the receptor or victim equipment to operate correctly in the presence of 
electromagnetic disturbances.         [ ] 
A) Susceptibility  B) Immunity   C) both A & B  D) either A or B 
 

7. _____________Fields propagate forever, even after their source is turned off.   [ ] 
A) Conducting  B) Radiating   C) both A & B  D) none 
 

8. ______________ Coupling occurs where the source and receiver are separated by a short distance 
(typically less than a wavelength).         [ ] 
A) Inductive  B) Magnetic   C) Conductive  D) Capacitive 
 

9. Offline switching power supplies have _________ voltage and _________ current switching waveforms 
that generate EMI in the form of both conducted and radiated emissions.    [ ] 
A) low, high   B) high, high   C) low, low   D) high, low 
 

10. The screen of a cabling system is terminated to the equipotential bonding network, which, under normal 
conditions carries no current and has _________ potential to earth.     [ ] 
A) 1V   B) 0V   C) 12V  D)  none 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. __________ have high voltage and high current switching waveforms that generate EMI in the form of 

both conducted and radiated emissions. 
 
12. The degree of symmetry of a pair defines the ability of a cabling system to provide a level of EMC. This 

is called ____________ 
 
13. The _________  is produced by a source emitter and is detected by a susceptible victim via a coupling 

path 
 
14. ________ manufacturers are faced with increasing customer expectations for designing low emission and 

highly immune ICs 
 
15. __________________ coupling is caused by a voltage difference between conductors. The coupling 

mechanism may be modeled by a capacitor. 
 
16. ________________ is the ability of electrical or electronic equipment/systems to function in the intended 

operating environment without causing or experiencing performance degradation due to intentional EMI. 
 
17. The EMI source minus the coupling mechanism path losses should result in an emission level that is 

_________ the victim's susceptibility threshold minus a predetermined safety margin.  
 
18. __________  is the unwanted generation of electromagnetic energy by some emitter or source 
 
19. ______ will need to be designed to be essentially transparent to EM radiation in frequency range of tests 
 
20. The process used to join two metal surfaces via a low-impedance path is known as ______ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1. __________________ Noise is coupled between components through interconnecting wires such as 

through power supply and ground wires.        [ ] 
A) Random   B) Conducted   C) Induction   D) Pulse 
 

2. Magnetic field coupling is caused by current flow in conductors. The coupling mechanism may be 
modeled by            [ ] 
A) a capacitor   B) a transformer  C) a resistor   D) an inductor 
 

3. _________ is the ability of the receptor or victim equipment to operate correctly in the presence of 
electromagnetic disturbances.         [ ] 
A) Susceptibility  B) Immunity   C) both A & B  D) either A or B 
 

4. _____________Fields propagate forever, even after their source is turned off.   [ ] 
A) Conducting  B) Radiating   C) both A & B  D) none 
 

5. ______________ Coupling occurs where the source and receiver are separated by a short distance 
(typically less than a wavelength).         [ ] 
A) Inductive  B) Magnetic   C) Conductive  D) Capacitive 
 

6. Offline switching power supplies have _________ voltage and _________ current switching waveforms 
that generate EMI in the form of both conducted and radiated emissions.    [ ] 
A) low, high   B) high, high   C) low, low   D) high, low 
 

7. The screen of a cabling system is terminated to the equipotential bonding network, which, under normal 
conditions carries no current and has _________ potential to earth.     [ ] 
A) 1V   B) 0V   C) 12V  D)  none 
 

8. The acceleration field is commonly referred to as_________, because it radiates energy.  [ ] 
A) far field   B) radiating field  C) both A & B  D) none 
 

9. At any cross section of the cable the _________ currents on the two wires are equal and opposite.  
A) differential mode   B) common mode  C) integral mode  D) none  [ ] 
 

10. The boundary between the near field and the far field is generally considered to lie around  
A) D2/λ   B) 2D/λ   C) 2D2/λ   D) D2/2λ.  [ ] 
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11. ________ manufacturers are faced with increasing customer expectations for designing low emission and 

highly immune ICs 
 
12. __________________ coupling is caused by a voltage difference between conductors. The coupling 

mechanism may be modeled by a capacitor. 
 
13. ________________ is the ability of electrical or electronic equipment/systems to function in the intended 

operating environment without causing or experiencing performance degradation due to intentional EMI. 
 
14. The EMI source minus the coupling mechanism path losses should result in an emission level that is 

_________ the victim's susceptibility threshold minus a predetermined safety margin.  
 
15. __________  is the unwanted generation of electromagnetic energy by some emitter or source 
 
16. ______ will need to be designed to be essentially transparent to EM radiation in frequency range of tests 
 
17. The process used to join two metal surfaces via a low-impedance path is known as ______ 
 
18. __________ have high voltage and high current switching waveforms that generate EMI in the form of 

both conducted and radiated emissions. 
 
19. The degree of symmetry of a pair defines the ability of a cabling system to provide a level of EMC. This 

is called ____________ 
 
20. The _________  is produced by a source emitter and is detected by a susceptible victim via a coupling 

path 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1. _________ is the ability of the receptor or victim equipment to operate correctly in the presence of 

electromagnetic disturbances.         [ ] 
A) Susceptibility  B) Immunity   C) both A & B  D) either A or B 
 

2. _____________Fields propagate forever, even after their source is turned off.   [ ] 
A) Conducting  B) Radiating   C) both A & B  D) none 
 

3. ______________ Coupling occurs where the source and receiver are separated by a short distance 
(typically less than a wavelength).         [ ] 
A) Inductive  B) Magnetic   C) Conductive  D) Capacitive 
 

4. Offline switching power supplies have _________ voltage and _________ current switching waveforms 
that generate EMI in the form of both conducted and radiated emissions.    [ ] 
A) low, high   B) high, high   C) low, low   D) high, low 
 

5. The screen of a cabling system is terminated to the equipotential bonding network, which, under normal 
conditions carries no current and has _________ potential to earth.     [ ] 
A) 1V   B) 0V   C) 12V  D)  none 
 

6. The acceleration field is commonly referred to as_________, because it radiates energy.  [ ] 
A) far field   B) radiating field  C) both A & B  D) none 
 

7. At any cross section of the cable the _________ currents on the two wires are equal and opposite.  
A) differential mode   B) common mode  C) integral mode  D) none  [ ] 
 

8. The boundary between the near field and the far field is generally considered to lie around  
A) D2/λ   B) 2D/λ   C) 2D2/λ   D) D2/2λ.  [ ] 
 

9. __________________ Noise is coupled between components through interconnecting wires such as 
through power supply and ground wires.        [ ] 
A) Random   B) Conducted   C) Induction   D) Pulse 
 

10. Magnetic field coupling is caused by current flow in conductors. The coupling mechanism may be 
modeled by            [ ] 
A) a capacitor B) a transformer  C) a resistor   D) an inductor  
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11. ________________ is the ability of electrical or electronic equipment/systems to function in the intended 

operating environment without causing or experiencing performance degradation due to intentional EMI. 
 
12. The EMI source minus the coupling mechanism path losses should result in an emission level that is 

_________ the victim's susceptibility threshold minus a predetermined safety margin.  
 
13. __________  is the unwanted generation of electromagnetic energy by some emitter or source 
 
14. ______ will need to be designed to be essentially transparent to EM radiation in frequency range of tests 
 
15. The process used to join two metal surfaces via a low-impedance path is known as ______ 
 
16. __________ have high voltage and high current switching waveforms that generate EMI in the form of 

both conducted and radiated emissions. 
 
17. The degree of symmetry of a pair defines the ability of a cabling system to provide a level of EMC. This 

is called ____________ 
 
18. The _________  is produced by a source emitter and is detected by a susceptible victim via a coupling 

path 
 
19. ________ manufacturers are faced with increasing customer expectations for designing low emission and 

highly immune ICs 
 
20. __________________ coupling is caused by a voltage difference between conductors. The coupling 

mechanism may be modeled by a capacitor. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 

 
1. ______________ Coupling occurs where the source and receiver are separated by a short distance 

(typically less than a wavelength).         [ ] 
A) Inductive  B) Magnetic   C) Conductive  D) Capacitive 
 

2. Offline switching power supplies have _________ voltage and _________ current switching waveforms 
that generate EMI in the form of both conducted and radiated emissions.    [ ] 
A) low, high   B) high, high   C) low, low   D) high, low 
 

3. The screen of a cabling system is terminated to the equipotential bonding network, which, under normal 
conditions carries no current and has _________ potential to earth.     [ ] 
A) 1V   B) 0V   C) 12V  D)  none 
 

4. The acceleration field is commonly referred to as_________, because it radiates energy.  [ ] 
A) far field   B) radiating field  C) both A & B  D) none 
 

5. At any cross section of the cable the _________ currents on the two wires are equal and opposite.  
A) differential mode   B) common mode  C) integral mode  D) none  [ ] 
 

6. The boundary between the near field and the far field is generally considered to lie around  
A) D2/λ   B) 2D/λ   C) 2D2/λ   D) D2/2λ.  [ ] 
 

7. __________________ Noise is coupled between components through interconnecting wires such as 
through power supply and ground wires.        [ ] 
A) Random   B) Conducted   C) Induction   D) Pulse 
 

8. Magnetic field coupling is caused by current flow in conductors. The coupling mechanism may be 
modeled by            [ ] 
A) a capacitor   B) a transformer  C) a resistor   D) an inductor 
 

9. _________ is the ability of the receptor or victim equipment to operate correctly in the presence of 
electromagnetic disturbances.         [ ] 
A) Susceptibility  B) Immunity   C) both A & B  D) either A or B 
 

10. _____________Fields propagate forever, even after their source is turned off.   [ ] 
A) Conducting  B) Radiating   C) both A & B  D) none 
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11. __________  is the unwanted generation of electromagnetic energy by some emitter or source 
 
12. ______ will need to be designed to be essentially transparent to EM radiation in frequency range of tests 
 
13. The process used to join two metal surfaces via a low-impedance path is known as ______ 
 
14. __________ have high voltage and high current switching waveforms that generate EMI in the form of 

both conducted and radiated emissions. 
 
15. The degree of symmetry of a pair defines the ability of a cabling system to provide a level of EMC. This 

is called ____________ 
 
16. The _________  is produced by a source emitter and is detected by a susceptible victim via a coupling 

path 
 
17. ________ manufacturers are faced with increasing customer expectations for designing low emission and 

highly immune ICs 
 
18. __________________ coupling is caused by a voltage difference between conductors. The coupling 

mechanism may be modeled by a capacitor. 
 
19. ________________ is the ability of electrical or electronic equipment/systems to function in the intended 

operating environment without causing or experiencing performance degradation due to intentional EMI. 
 
20. The EMI source minus the coupling mechanism path losses should result in an emission level that is 

_________ the victim's susceptibility threshold minus a predetermined safety margin.  
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